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The announced "ICE raids" are a laser dot, and we are the
dog. A thread.

Trump announced raids. Press asks about raids. Trumpers love to hear about raids.

Anti Trumpers forget about Epstein.

When asked about raids, trump talks about MS13 and violence. Press laps it up, loses

its mind. Chases the dot.

Law Enforcement is not going after gang violence with raids announced in advance.

DHS Secretary, asked about raids, says they are targeting people that have

deportation orders already. That's folks that have already had hearings, all the way to

judgment.

Deportation may be a tragedy for those folks, but deporting people that have received

due process and are under order is the normal every day work of ICE.

So Trump's "raids" are just standard operating procedure. And Trump's helicopter

presser was just to shine the laser dot for the press.

Eyes on the prize. No distractions. Epstein is the Achilles heel of all these traitorous

Fs. Burn it to the ground.

Apt analogy @huckitlong

buck
@huckitlong

Replying to @DirkSchwenk @roxydavis99

Every time, EVERY SINGLE TIME. Hey look a rapist, er racist.
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Also a good point by @guitarviator . Remember that Trump's base likes it when he is

racist, it's good politics for him.

Neil "HARM TO ONGOING MATTER" Laferty
@guitarviator

Yes, the president is a racist shitbag. We don’t need 4 million 
more tweets on that. 
 
That’s  
  What 
     He 
       Wants. 
 
SO, how ‘bout that Epstein, huh? Oh and all the obstruction of 
justice laid out by Mueller? And the Russian attack on the 
election? LOL seems so long ago.
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